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GENRE  / TONE:  IDENTITY CRISIS is a one-hour serialized TV drama in the vein of the Blacklist
and American Odyssey.

LOGLINE (SERIES):  An unsuspecting woman is recruited by the FBI to spy on her husband – a 
terror suspect – but when she dies – suspiciously –  the feds turn to her unstable identical twin 
sister, unaware that the two are more than just twins.

LOGLINE (PILOT): A desperate woman covets her identical twin sister's seemingly idyllic family 
and marriage, unaware of the husband's secret ties to a terrorist group, whose actions will grant 
her desire, but at a horrific price.

SETTING:  Present day. A medium-sized American city in the Washington, D.C. area with a 
higher than average Middle East immigrant population.

MAIN CHARACTERS  / PILOT SYNOPSIS:  CHLOE and ZOE (30, slender, fetching) are twin 
sisters, identical in almost every way. But their lives couldn't be more different.

CHLOE ZAHIR – intuitive, empathetic, agnostic - is living her dream – a stay-at-home mom, raising
her two lovely, precocious young daughters, MIRANDA, 7, and JAZMIN, 4. She's married to...

AMARI ZAHIR - 40, a handsome, attentive university professor from Kuwait. His parents died in 
the first Iraq war, providing the small fortune he inherited. When he meets the leader of a local 
jihadist cult, the anti-American sentiment he secretly harbors festers, unlike...

FRANK DENTON - 31, patriotic, ex-special forces. An alcoholic with PTSD, stemming from his 
stints in Iraq and Afghanistan. Has grown more distant and unforgiving of himself after his 
inebriation led to the death of his and Zoe's only daughter in a car accident a year ago.

ZOE DENTON - emotional, athletic, strong-willed. Profoundly affected by this, depression sets in 
and Zoe deeply covets her sister's life, confessing as much, after a drunken night of clubbing, to...

GABY MUNOZ - 30, Hispanic, attractive, a closet lesbian. Zoe's best friend and fellow nurse at 
the local hospital. Secretly harbors deep feelings for Zoe and would do anything for her.

After waking up with a nasty hangover on Gaby's couch the morning following the aforementioned
night of debauchery, Zoe manages to drive home, only to discover a note from Frank, informing 
Zoe he is leaving her to “get his head on straight”.

Distraught, Zoe calls Chloe and they set a lunch date for the next day. Unbeknownst to Zoe, 
Chloe has issues of her own to share. She found out the tenderness in her left breast is a tumor 
and fears the worst, given that their mother died of breast cancer two years previous.

To worsen matters, Chloe discovers Amari has been frequenting a local mosque instead of 
teaching a night class. Given his attempts to indoctrinate Miranda (contrary to an agreement they 
had), she is gravely concerned that he may have fallen in with a radical sect.

As the two sisters chat in a cafe the next day, a suspicious-looking man, after having entered 
earlier with a briefcase, exits the cafe without it. Seconds later, a massive explosion occurs.

That event, plus the chaos that ensues, is seen from the POV of a car parked across the street a 
block away. The final act comes to a close, revealing one of the occupants of the car – Amari!

The tag revisits the carnage and slowly zooms in on the rubble. Partially buried among the debris 
is one of the twins - impossible to say which one or whether she is alive or dead!
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SEASON  ONE  OVERVIEW:  One of the twins awakens in the local hospital, with no memory of 
how she got there or even her own identity. She is informed to be Chloe Zahir.

In addition to learning of her immediate family, Chloe also discovers that her identical twin sister, 
Zoe, was apparently killed in the bomb blast that landed her in the hospital. 

Much of season one revolves around Chloe, who is distraught at both the loss of her sister and 
her inability to remember her...or her husband and daughters, whom she now must try to rebuild 
her life with. But certain incidents, such as a convenience store robbery which Chloe thwarts, 
using skills more akin to her sister, begin to cast doubt on her identity. 

The final straw is a memory flash...of her making love...to Frank! This can only mean that either 
she had an affair with Frank...or that she is not Chloe!

She confronts Frank, who has returned from his sabbatical after learning of Zoe's fate, and he, 
having become sober and wanting a second chance with his wife, confirms what she suspects.... 
that she is really Zoe! But how could he know?

Having caught a news bulletin showing video footage of the blast from a surveillance camera 
across the street and horrified that Zoe may be the woman in the video, Frank calls the number 
on the screen, reaching FBI agents who are investigating a local terrorist cell. In exchange for his 
information and silence, Frank is brought into the loop about the investigation:

Amari is a person of interest and Chloe was recruited by them to spy on him and discover the 
terrorists' next target. After her “alleged” death in the blast, the FBI was back to square one until...

Gaby, wanting Zoe to have the life she coveted, switched hospital records so that Zoe would be 
identified as Chloe. It was easier than expected to convince her when she awoke with amnesia.

Her unstable condition makes her worthless to the FBI until she regains more of her memories. 
Frank and the feds then convince her to continue posing as Chloe so as to ascertain the terrorists'
next target, which she eventually does, and none too soon.

The season finale finds the feds scrambling to reach a “Big Tent” religious revival in time to stop 
another bloodbath but Amari, having grown suspicious of “Chloe”, warns the sect leader and the 
agents are ambushed, leaving it up to Frank and Zoe (whom he has trained well) to use their 
combat and weapon skills to take out the terrorists one by one.

This leads to a final, gut-wrenching confrontation between Zoe/Chloe and Amari in which the 
former, after pleading to no avail, is forced to shoot the latter to prevent the bomb's detonation.

Afterwards, Zoe and Frank find one of the agents still alive and his dying words to Zoe are that 
the FBI hasn't been completely truthful about the fate of her sister. The cliffhanger shows Chloe in
a medical facility, head bandaged, multiple tubes exuding from her and into the machines keeping
her alive. Zooming in to a close-up of her face reveals her eyes to suddenly open wide!

BEYOND SEASON ONE: As Chloe recovers in a secret medical facility, she finds her mental 
abilities blossoming, the result of brain surgery involving special stem cells. She can anticipate 
events before they happen, even read people's thoughts. After overhearing that Amari recovered 
and escaped from the hospital - absconding with their daughters - she uses her skills to bolt from 
the facility. Only then is it revealed why the feds wanted so badly to save her: 

Chloe and Zoe's father was a brilliant research scientist. His breakthrough in human cloning was 
not well-received so he chose to secretly test it on his own daughter, extracting the fertilized egg 
from his pregnant wife, cloning it, and reinserting both. Chloe isn't just Zoe's twin...she's her 
clone! As she desperately attempts to reunite with Zoe and track down the kidnappers, she must 
stay one step ahead of government covert operatives...who have other plans for her.


